
A realignment of the way personal challenges and  
interpersonal conflicts are understood, addressed  
and handled in the course of life and business.    
Participants will learn to:

• Navigate disagreements in a manner that 
strengthens relationships while preserving one’s 
own sense of self. 

• Identify and address the fundamental human 
needs that drive all behavior in a way that creates 
far more agile and sustainable business results.

• Develop the skills to recognize and use our  
feelings as a guide to meeting individual and  
organizational needs rather than simply as fuel for 
explosions or road-blocks to success.

 • Use the 4-Step STAR Process to achieve consistent 
results – no matter what the challenge or situation.

• Connect with others through the Heart of Flow,  
using curious empathy about observations, feelings 
and needs.

Turn the Destructive Tension of Conflict into 
the Dynamic Energy of Creativity in Real Time! 
Conscious Choosing for Flow is a new tool that blends together aspects of two 
powerful and proven methodologies that empower individuals to use effective 
and agile skills in working with others in moments of stress and conflict.  They 
are Non-Violent Communication, which helps individuals and groups understand 
and address what drives all human interaction and results – our needs and the 
feelings attached to them and High Reliability methodology, which has been 
tried and proven in the airline industry, nuclear power plants and in healthcare  
organizations to keep passengers, patients and our environment safe.  
Can you imagine how different your organization would be if instead of avoiding 
conflict or making it worse, the dynamic tension of conflict was harnessed and 
transformed into the dynamic energy of creativity?  Or if the chaos created by a 
lack of clarity and consensus about joint objectives could be substituted with a 
conscious, intentional process that eliminates the personal and business disconnec-
tions that simple disorganization creates?  Conscious Choosing provides an under-
standable framework of skills and intentional processes for creating results through 
our human connection, individually and in relationship to others, professionally 
and personally.
When we are able to address the cause of disconnection, and not just the  
symptoms, we can operate in the Progressive Cycle of positive forward momen-
tum rather than the Regressive Cycle of past difficulties and future challenges.  The  
ability to do this enhances all other leadership and employee development tools, 
making them even more effective and understandable.

What can you expect from this 1-day transformative course? 

“Conscious Choosing” is a one-day 
experience that will impact the 

choices made and the results ob-
tained in life and business.”

for Flow

The Path to Conflict Transformation and High Reliability for Results 



“Creating Results Through Our Human Connection” 
www.ConsciousChoosing.com

• Innovation & Creativity – The Power of Curiosity to Create Flow
The creative process exists within a dynamic tension.  If we desire innovation and creativity 
we must learn to practice a skill called Flow.  The precondition for entering Flow is a willingness 
to be Curious.  You will learn an approach to curiosity that creates the conditions for all innova-
tive ideas to come to bear on the task at hand.
• Personal Accountability & Responsibility – Owning Your Choices
We bust the myth about ‘Have to’s’.  We make a clear distinction between outside pressures 
and the needs you are serving when you make a choice.  “Between stimulus and response 
there is a space.  In that space is our power to choose.  In our response lies our growth and our  
freedom.”  - Viktor Frankl
• Conflict Transformation - Leveraging Different Skills, Abilities and Ideas in the Moment
We are going to give you a real time, “in the moment”, professional skill by which you can 
deescalate conflict and escalate creativity.  This will enable you and your team to exponentially 
capitalize on your differences for positive optimal results.

• Creating an Atmosphere of Safety – The Importance of Respect
Respect is an inherent human need.   When Respect is present it creates Safety and  
releases people to take the risks necessary for collaboration or creativity.   Without it,  
individuals are focused on their own safety, need to play it safe, and give their bare minimum  
effort.  You will learn the difference between.The Progressive Cycle and The Regressive  
Cycle of human connection which either enhances or undermines positive business results.

Core Concepts for Self-Mastery and Group-Interaction Mastery 

Conscious Choosing for Flow delivers the skills and processes necessary 
to meet critical business and personal challenges.  We look forward to sharing this 
transformative experience with you, your team, and your organization!
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